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Quick review: what is a residential demand charge? 

It’s an unpredictable fee on residents’ electric bill every month. 
It’s based on the 15-minute or one-hour period during the 
month when they use the most electricity, and can end up tying 
60-80 percent of the total monthly bill to this one brief period.



How do utilities try to frame demand charges?

Necessary to cover system and grid costs for handling peak 
hours – a way for customers to save money by managing 
electricity use and also deal with expansion of rooftop solar. 



How can we frame demand charges?

A punishing mandatory charge that can skyrocket 
residents’ monthly bills – hitting families and seniors on 
tight budgets really hard, and discouraging people from 
saving energy or choosing solar. 



Language matters

They say:

a “rate”

demand rates

We say:

a “charge”

mandatory demand charges

a scheme / a fee / a gotcha



Message: A punishing fee that can skyrocket 
monthly bills; a “gotcha”

• It could happen when someone is vacuuming and the electric 
water heater kicks on while the microwave is used. That’s when 
you’re suddenly hit with a big extra charge based on those few 
minutes of your one-time highest electricity use in a month, 
even though you had little way of knowing it was happening. 

• In Arizona, a business reporter who experimented with demand 
charges found that the extra fee on a home’s bill could reach as 
high as $200 a month. 

http://www.azcentral.com/get-access/?return=http://www.azcentral.com/story/money/business/energy/2016/05/08/how-much-power-do-you-use-home-not-knowing-could-cost-you/83988622/


Message: Very harmful for seniors and families on budgets; 
unpredictable, utility takes control from consumer

• For a smaller home that uses a modest amount of electricity, an extra 
fee for a highest use moment in a month can end up being a big new 
cost, a big share of the bill. And once it hits, there’s no reset.

• For anyone living on a budget, predictability is key – and mandatory 
demand charges are just the opposite. They can easily blow an hole in a 
monthly budget, and that can lead to dangers like foregoing heating or 
cooling, or service disconnects. Many people lack the ability, flexibility 
and technology necessary to try to control peak use.



Message: Discourages energy-saving and solar
• Mandatory demand charges mean families’ energy bills are no longer set primarily 

based on how much energy they use. Even if you conserve all month, one slip-up 
for a few minutes and you’re punished with a charge that can skyrocket your bill 
anyway. Instead of punishing residents with a gotcha billing scheme most people 
can’t respond to, the utility should improve support for energy-saving approaches 
that work for everyone – upgrades like weatherization, insulation, appliances. 

• Many residents who invest in solar do so for the control it gives them to reduce 
their electric bill, and demand charges for a brief moment of high use can slap a 
solar owner with a high electric bill even if they use very little energy from the 
power company overall. The power rooftop solar adds back to the grid or offsets is 
beneficial to all over time. The utility should be working to facilitate rather than 
chill people’s ability to invest in solar. 



Message: Another way for the power company to make 
more money no matter how little energy people use; 
no relationship to the cost of the grid as a whole

• Utility system costs aren’t driven by individual residents’ moments 
of maximum electricity use. That’s because residents and small 
businesses are very diverse in when we use the most electricity, 
which smooths out residential demand as a whole.

• So demand charges on residents are a scheme for the power 
company to make money and discourage efficiency and solar, not a 
rate design that’s justified based on actual utility system costs. 



Message: Rejected everywhere

• Demand charges have been proposed about a dozen times 
so far by investor-owned utilities – and rejected by utilities 
commissions or withdrawn by utilities in every case. 

• They’ve never been approved for an investor-owned utility 
in the U.S. 



Quotes from 2016 news coverage, for inspiration

• “It’s like having the worst gas-mileage rate your car gets in a 
month, and then charging you a fee based on that.”

• “It’s time for the utility to take their customers into 
consideration more than their pockets.” 

• “A scheme to make money off the backs of regular people.” 

• “I’m on a fixed income. I want a bill based on the electricity I 
use, not on an arbitrary scheme cooked up by a monopoly.”



Quotes from 2016 news coverage, for inspiration

• ”The most unpredictable rate structure there is.” 

• ”They’re confusing. They’re difficult to plan for and can cause our 
utility bills to skyrocket.”

• “The company says they can’t do without raising rates. I can’t call 
Social Security and say ‘send me two checks this month, because I 
can’t make do without a raise.’”

• “The bottom line is mandating residential demand charges when 
there is no relationship between individual customers’ peak demand 
and the cost of the grid as a whole is an unnecessary move.”



“The coincident peak demand charges are so outrageous 
customers report going to extreme measures to avoid 
these excess charges, including traveling between work 
and home five or six times a day to adjust their 
thermostats or appliances, and elderly customers 
turning off their air conditioning and staying in their 
homes, even after temperatures reach 92 degrees; yet 
their bills continue to rise.”

- Letter from Kentucky Attorney General Andy Beshear, urging the 
Glasgow Electric Plant Board – a municipal utility – to immediately 
return to its old electric rate structure given huge problems with its 
demand charge. Bowling Green Daily News, August 25, 2016

http://www.bgdailynews.com/news/state-ag-steps-into-glasgow-epb-rate-controversy/article_67b746ee-6af4-11e6-974a-c7c55e838b5e.html


- Memo from Illinois Republican Gov. Bruce 
Rauner’s Administration regarding a portion of 
legislation that would allow utility companies 
ComEd and Ameren to shift to demand charges. 
Chicago Tribune, November 22, 2016

“…skyrockets energy prices for working 
families and fixed-income seniors” … 
“insane.” 

http://digitaledition.chicagotribune.com/tribune/article_popover.aspx?guid=c5555f2a-78cc-4d7d-973f-68d36f390b12
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